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Abstract10

Conversion of single high density polyethylene (PE) particles has been studied by11

experiments and modelling. The experiments were carried out in a single particle12

combustor for five different shapes and masses of particles at temperature conditions of13

900 and 1100◦C. Each experiment was recorded using a camera. For selected14

experiments, the center and surface temperatures of the particles were measured using a15

thermocouple and an IR camera, respectively. During each experiment, the16

polyethylene particles went through melting, deformation, and decomposition. After the17

start of decomposition, the surface temperature became almost constant within the18

range of 480–550◦C. The total conversion times of polyethylene particles were mainly19

influenced by the reactor temperature and particle mass, and the effect of particle shape20

was less significant. A non–isothermal 1D model was established and validated against21

the experiments as well as literature data. Furthermore, a simplified isothermal model22

appropriate for CFD applications was developed, in order to model the combustion of23

plastic particles in cement calciners. By comparing predictions with the isothermal and24

the non–isothermal models under typical calciner conditions, it is shown that the25

accuracy in prediction of the total conversion times of thermoplastic particles is within26

±30%, for particles lighter than 1000 mg.27
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modelling, cement calciner29

Nomenclature30

Cp Particle specific heat31

dp Particle diameter32

G Radiation intensity33

Km Melting reaction rate34

Kd Decomposition reaction rate35

mL Particle liquid mass36

mp Particle overall mass37

mS Particle solid mass38

Nup Particle Nusselt number39

Prg Gas Prandtl number40

r Position in spherical coordinates41

Rep Particle Reynolds number,
ρgdpUslip

µg
42

T Temperature43

Tg Gas temperature44

Tp Particle overall temperature45

Uslip Slip velocity between the gas and the particle46

47

Greek symbols48
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α Absorption coefficient49

∆hm Heat of melting50

∆hd Heat of decomposition51

εp Particle total emissivity52

κg Gas thermal conductivity53

κp particle thermal conductivity54

µg Gas viscosity55

ρg Gas density56

ρp Particle density57

σ Stefan–Boltzmann coefficient58

φ Wadell’s degree of sphericity59

60

Subscripts61

L Liquid phase62

S Solid phase63

V Vapor phase64

1. Introduction65

The cement calciner is a part of a cement plant where the thermal decomposition of66

calcium carbonate into calcium oxide takes place. As this reaction is highly endothermic,67

around 55–65 percent of the fuel used in the cement plant is consumed in the calciner68

[1]. In recent years, there have been progressive attempts in reduction of fuel cost and69
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CO2 emission in the cement calciner by substituting fossil fuels with alternative fuels,70

especially Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF).71

As RDF particles are generally larger than the conventional fossil fuel particles, one72

of the main challenges of substituting fossil fuels with RDFs in the calciner is the fuel73

burnout. The unburnt fuel particles exiting the calciner will be carried out along with the74

calcined raw meal to the lowest cyclone and may cause melt–induced buildups [2]. Addi-75

tionally, the substitution of fossil fuels with RDF may change the operational conditions76

inside the cement calciner, e.g. temperature distribution, emissions, etc.77

RDF is a highly heterogeneous fuel consisting of different materials such as plastics,78

paper, wood, textile, etc. Around 10 to 30 percent of RDF in Europe is composed of79

plastics [3, 4] with the main constituents being polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene80

(PP) [5]. Both PE and PP are thermoplastics, meaning that they undergo a reversible81

deformation at elevated temperatures until the temperature reaches the minimum de-82

composition temperature [6]. For thermoplastic polymers, a well–defined temperature83

region of melting exists because of their high degree of crystallinity [6]. After the melting84

process, the thermal decomposition of non–charring thermoplastics happens in the liquid85

phase by breakage of the large polymer molecules into smaller molecules and gaseous86

species. For PE and PP, the main decomposition mechanism is random–chain scission,87

i.e. the breakage of large polymer molecules at random locations of the polymer chain88

[6].89

The suspension conversion of small size, i.e. smaller than 1 mm in diameter, plastic90

particles is investigated in a drop–tube furnace [7, 8]. The heating rate of these particles91

may reach up to 10,000 K/s and for PE particles of 70–250 µm, the conversion time92

is in the range of 9–75 ms. For larger sized plastic particles, i.e. in the range of 1–93

10 mm, which are more relevant for typical RDF plastics used in the cement calciners,94

the conversion time is significantly higher. This makes the drop–tube experiments less95

applicable for combustion of RDF–sized plastic particles.96

In calciners, the gas temperature is typically in the range of 850–1200◦C [9], and97
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the recommended size limit for RDF particles to be converted in suspension inside the98

calciner is 50–80 mm [10]. Experimental studies of conversion of large plastic particles99

in suspension are rare. Yang et al. [11] studied the combustion of individual spherical100

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), PP, and polystyrene (PS) particles with a size range101

of 2.0–6.4 mm in low gravity conditions. Two heated coils were used to ignite particles in102

an oxygen–rich atmosphere. During the combustion of particles, different dynamic events103

were observed including bubbling, sputtering, break–up, and soot–shell formation. Two104

distinct periods during the conversion were reported: an initial period with a constant105

diameter followed by a shrinking period. They proposed a D2 law to model the average106

rate of particle mass change. Bluhm-Drenhaus et al. [12] investigated pyrolysis of PE107

particles in a single particle reactor at a temperature range of 900–1100◦C and inert108

atmosphere. They measured the temporal evolution of the temperature inside the particle109

using a thermocouple until the time when the particle is dropped on the reactor wall after110

melting. They reported the conversion times of PE particles of the same mass (466 mg)111

with different shapes, concluding that both reactor temperature and particle shape are112

important factors affecting the conversion time.113

There are also a number of studies dealing with the combustion of plastic pellets in114

fluidized beds [13, 14]. In general, in fluidized beds, a plastic particle sinks inside the bed115

immediately after melting and quantification of the conversion time becomes complex.116

Also, the combustion behaviour of plastic particles in a fluidized bed would be different117

from that of a suspended particle in the cement calciners.118

Besides experimental work, there are a number of studies focusing on the modelling of119

large plastic particle conversion. The existing 1D models for conversion of non–charring120

plastics are generally based on Cartesian coordinates. These studies are mainly prelimi-121

nary and usually applicable for purposes other than suspension combustion of particles,122

e.g. fire–safety issues, etc. (for example, see [15–22]). However, for suspension conver-123

sion of non–spherical plastic particles, the shape of particles in suspension will change to124

close–to–spherical bodies after melting [23]. Therefore, it is reasonable to use the spherical125
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coordinate system for modelling particle conversion. To the authors’ knowledge, there126

is no 1D model in the spherical coordinates to predict the conversion of non–charring127

plastics in suspension. Bluhm-Drenhaus et al. [12] proposed a simplified model that is128

applicable for CFD calculations. However, the model is limited by the assumption of129

constant heat transfer coefficient to the particle during the whole decomposition process.130

The literature survey above reveals that there is a lack of comprehensive experimental131

data as well as an extensively validated model regarding the conversion of large thermo-132

plastic particles in suspension. In the present study, conversion experiments of high133

density polyethylene (HDPE) particles are carried out using a single particle combus-134

tor (SPC) in a nearly oxygen–free atmosphere. A non–isothermal 1D model is adopted135

for prediction of plastic particles conversion. The 1D model is validated against the ex-136

periments as well as literature data. Based on the non–isothermal 1D model, a simple137

isothermal model is developed. The predictions from the two models are compared for138

suspended plastic particles converted under a typical calciner condition.139

2. Experimental140

2.1. Single particle combustor setup and experimental procedure141

The conversion experiments of thermoplastic particles are conducted in a single par-142

ticle combustor (SPC). A schematic configuration of the experimental setup is depicted143

in Fig. 1. The reactor is composed of a vertical cylindrical ceramic tube that is insulated144

from the environment. Four water-cooled insertion ports are devised at approximately145

the middle of the reactor height for particle insertion, measurements, and visual obser-146

vations. At the bottom of the reactor, a burner is placed to provide uniform and steady147

combustion of hydrogen. After the SPC is turned on, the gas temperature at the cen-148

ter of the reactor is measured using a suction pyrometer until a steady state is reached.149

Furthermore, the gasses taken by the pyrometer can be transported to a gas analyzer150

in order to measure the oxygen concentration in a dry basis. The gas temperature and151

velocity inside the reactor can be controlled by the amount of hydrogen, oxygen, and152
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nitrogen fed to the burner.153

For each experiment, a plastic particle is weighted and a 0.4–0.6 mm hole is drilled at154

the center of the particle. Then the particle is held using a wire/thermocouple of 0.2/1.2155

mm diameter. A particle holder is placed below the particle to capture it after melting.156

This particle holder is composed of a mesh grid that is supported by a wire ring. The157

resolution of the mesh is around 0.1 mm. Before each experiment, the particle rests for158

around 60–120 seconds in the water cooled region while the port is closed so that the cold159

gasses, that entered the reactor after opening the port, exit the reactor. Then the particle160

is inserted to the reactor using a ceramic bar and held at the center of the reactor. The161

conversion is recorded using either a normal camera or an infrared camera. The time at162

which the particle holder is seen in the recorded video is considered as the starting time of163

conversion. This starting time may pose some uncertainties in the estimation of the total164

conversion time depending on the speed at which the particle is inserted to the reactor.165

During selected experiments, different parameters, e.g. particle center temperature, are166

measured and logged.167

The combustion of thermoplastic particles in SPC has been performed at two experi-168

mental conditions of EC–900C and EC–1100C summarized in Table 1. The experiments169

temperatures, 900◦C and 1100◦C, are chosen to simulate the conditions in cement cal-170

ciners. The oxygen concentration is set to a very low value, i.e. below 0.5 % vol. dry,171

in order to remove the effect of a flame around/above the thermoplastic particles during172

decomposition, and consequently the radiative heat transfer from the flame to the particle173

is minimized. It should be noted that the center temperature of the reactor varies with174

the surrounding conditions e.g. environment temperature, cooling water temperature,175

etc. The deviations from the target temperatures are reported in Table 1 as the averaged176

measured and standard deviation values.177

2.2. Thermoplastic particles178

As explained earlier, one of the most common plastic materials found in RDF is179

PE–based thermoplastics. For this reason, a high density polyethylene thermoplastic180
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(Sigma–Aldrich–427985) is chosen for the current study [24]. The density and melting181

temperature region of the selected material are specified by the supplier as 952 kg/m3 and182

125–140◦C, respectively. The thermoplastic particles are received as small pellets with183

an approximate dimension of 2 mm. A hot press is used to mold the pellets into specific184

particle shapes. The molds are steel plates of 100 × 100 mm2 with different thickness.185

On each plate, several holes of a specific diameter are drilled. More information about186

the mold dimensions can be found in Table 2. The hot press is composed of two heated187

metal plates that are pressed together to squeeze the melted plastic pellets into the holes188

of the mold. The temperature at which the hot press is set to operate is 30◦C higher189

than the melting point of the thermoplastic particle.190

Five types of cylindrical particles with different dimensions are selected and molded191

using the hot press and are shown in Fig. 2. Detailed information about these particles192

can be found in Table 2. The dimensions of the first three sets of particles are chosen in193

a way that they have approximately the same mass while their shape is different. The194

particle shapes are chosen in order to have a wide range of sphericity, representing the195

different shapes of plastics found in RDF. However, very flat particles (sphericities below196

0.5) are not tested due to difficulties in the molding process as well as a limitation in197

the particle size (maximum 10 mm) that can be tested in the reactor (as the sphericity198

decreases, to maintain a fixed particle mass, the particle diameter should be larger). For199

particle numbers 1, 4, and 5, the shape is kept the same while the mass changes by200

approximately one order of magnitude from the smallest to the largest particle. The201

averaged masses of the particles that are tested in the SPC are listed in Table 2. The202

sphericity of particles presented in Table 2 are calculated based on the nominal mold203

dimensions according to the Wadell’s degree of true sphericity [25], i.e. the ratio of204

external surface area of a the volume–equivalent sphere to the actual surface area of the205

particle.206
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2.3. Temperature measurements207

The center temperature of HDPE–1 and HDPE–4 particles is measured using an s–208

type thermocouple. The head of the thermocouple is nearly of spherical shape and has an209

approximate diameter of 1.2 mm. For experiments that have been carried out using this210

thermocouple, a bigger hole is drilled inside the particle so that the particle can be held211

by the thermocouple instead of the wire. The accuracy of the developed thermocouple is212

tested by comparing the readings to a reference N–type thermocouple in Pegasus–1200B213

apparatus for temperatures up to 600◦C. The observed temperature differences of the214

two thermocouples are below 2◦C for the tested range of temperatures. However, when215

using the thermocouple to measure the internal temperature of the plastics, an additional216

uncertainty is the influence of radiation through the partly transparent particle. Quan-217

tification of the influence of radiation is rather complicated as the absorption coefficient218

of the particle changes with the particle temperature (this is also observed during the219

measurements when the particle transparency changes during melting) and the literature220

data for polyethylene absorption coefficient is scattered. It is expected that the measured221

temperature would be slightly higher than the actual temperature at the center of plastic222

particle.223

During selected experiments of HDPE–1 and HDPE–4 particles, the spatial and tem-224

poral surface temperature of the thermoplastic particles are monitored using a DC019U–B225

TITANIUM infrared (IR) camera. An optical filter of Spectrogon BP–3440–140 nm is226

selected to filter out wavelengths outside of 3300–3580 nm range [26]. This optical filter is227

selected based on high radiative absorption factor of plastics at the mentioned wavelength228

range because of CH2 stretching [27]. It ensures that the measured optical signal recorded229

by the IR camera is emitted from the surface of the particle. The IR camera is calibrated230

separately for each reactor condition, using a black body at two set–point temperatures231

of 23◦C and 500◦C. The camera casing temperature can affect the results to some extent232

as a small amount of the radiative rays captured by the IR receiver come from the casing233

after reflecting from the lens surface. To remove the effect of camera casing temperature234
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on the results, the calibration and measurements are conducted around 1–2 hours after235

turning on the camera. After this time, the camera casing temperature has reached to236

a steady state temperature in the range of 30–40◦C. For IR camera measurements, a237

sapphire window is placed at the opening of the SPC port in front of the IR camera.238

This window absorbs around 50% of the radiation intensity passing through it.239

The IR camera measurements are conducted with an exposure time of 100 µs and a240

frame rate per second of around 40. For interpretation of IR camera results, it is assumed241

that 4% of the rays emitted from the reactor walls toward the particle are reflected from242

the particle surface and then absorbed by the IR camera. The value of 4% is calculated243

based on R =
(
1−n
1+n

)2
[28], with n being the refractive index of polyethylene, i.e. the ratio244

of speed of light in vacuum to speed of light in polyethylene, at the wavelength of 630 nm.245

The rest of the received digital level is from the particle surface itself. In this way, the246

particle surface temperature is corrected based on the amount of surface reflection. The247

particle surface temperature is monitored and averaged over a 2D area (approximately 5248

mm2) underneath of the suspension wire. The monitoring is continued only for the time249

that the whole measurement area is filled with the particle. The reported temperature is250

equivalent to the area–averaged particle surface temperature over the averaging area.251

The major uncertainty of the IR camera measurements comes from the uncertainty252

in the actual value of sample emissivity. According to [29], when the emissivity of the253

thermoplastic particle has an uncertainty of 1% and 5%, the calculated uncertainty in254

the measured temperature is below 2◦C and 8◦C, respectively, for temperatures below255

500◦C. This suggests that the uncertainty in particle emissivity would have only a small256

influence on the surface temperature measurement.257
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3. Mathematical models258

3.1. Modelling approach259

3.1.1. Detailed mathematical model260

A detailed 1D model for heating, melting and decomposition of thermoplastic par-261

ticles in SPC is developed. A schematic representation of the processes considered for262

the mathematical model is presented in Fig. 3. The plastic particle is assumed to be263

composed of a solid phase core and a melted shell. In the liquid region, if the material264

temperature is sufficiently high, the decomposition process happens. The melting and265

decomposition processes can be considered as below,266

S
Km−−→ L

Kd−→ V (1)

where symbols S, L, and V correspond to solid, liquid, and vapor states, respectively. Km267

and Kd are the rates of mass change from solid to liquid and liquid to vapor states. The268

model does not take into account the convection of gas bubbles from the decomposition269

process to the surface of the particle and then to the surrounding environment. This270

assumption is made based on the observations that this process happens relatively fast271

during the experiments.272

Considering a first order reaction rate for both decomposition and melting processes,273

the mass conservation equations for the mentioned processes can be written as [15],274

∂mS

∂t
= −KmmS (2)

∂mL

∂t
= KmmS −KdmL (3)

The density of the particle, ρp, is considered to be constant and equal for both solid275
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and liquid states. The energy equation in spherical coordinate can be written as,276

ρpCp
∂T

∂t
=

∂

r2φ∂r

(
r2κp

∂T

∂r

)
+αG− 4ασT 4− ρp

mS +mL

(KmmS∆hm +KdmL∆hd) (4)

with ∆hm and ∆hd being the heats of melting and decomposition, respectively. mS and277

mL are the masses of solid and liquid materials in a computational cell. The specific278

heat capacity coefficient, Cp, is considered to be a function of temperature. The particle279

thermal conductivity, κp = κSmS+κLmL

mS+mL
, is a mass–weighted average of the thermal con-280

ductivity of the solid phase, κS, and liquid phase, κL, in a computational cell. The inverse281

of sphericity, 1
φ
, takes into account the external surface area of non–spherical particles in282

the energy equation. The term αG− 4ασT 4 is the contribution of radiative heat transfer283

according to the P–1 model for radiation with G being the radiation intensity with a unit284

of [Wm−2]. G is calculated implicitly according to the equation below [30, 31].285

∂

φr2∂r

(
r2

∂G

3α∂r

)
+ 4ασT 4 = αG (5)

where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. In order to calculate the convective heat286

transfer to the particle, a temperature flux is set at the particle surface as below,287

(
κp
∂T

∂r

)
s

=
Nupκg
dp

(Tg − Ts) (6)

where Tg and κg are the gas temperature and thermal conductivity, and Ts is the particle288

surface temperature. It is assumed that the environment emissivity is equal to 1 and the289

radiation intensity at the particle surface is obtained by solving the Marshak boundary290

condition equation [32],291

(
∂G

∂r

)
s

=
3α

2

(
4σT 4

env −Gs

)
(7)

with Tenv being the environment temperature and Gs the radiation intensity at the par-292
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ticle surface.293

At the particle center, it is assumed that the temperature has a zero spacial gradient.294

The particle Nusselt number, Nup, is calculated based on the Ranz and Marshal relation295

[33],296

Nup = 2.0 + 0.6Re
1
2
p Pr

1
3
g (8)

with Rep =
ρgdpUslip

µg
being the particle Reynolds number. A central differencing method297

is used for discretization of the spacial derivatives while time integration is carried out298

using a first order explicit scheme. The numerical cells move as the particle shrinks due299

to decomposition. More elaboration of the numerical method for shrinking particle is300

provided in the supplementary material. The stable time step, dt, is chosen according to301

Froude number stability condition [34].302

The described 1D model can predict the convective and radiative heat transfers, melt-303

ing, and decomposition of thermoplastic particles in spherical coordinate. An important304

new feature of the described model, which is not studied previously, is the capability305

of considering partial transparency of the thermoplastic particle in solving the radiative306

heat transfer equation.307

3.1.2. Isothermal model308

In CFD simulations of particulate flows, it is common to use a simple isothermal309

model for conversion of fuel particles in order to reduce the computational overhead of the310

calculations. For large biomass particles, the difference between the results of isothermal311

and non–isothermal models is significant and it is usually required to change the sub–312

models in the isothermal model, e.g. the reaction kinetics, to obtain better agreement313

between the two models [35]. In order to assess the differences between the predictions314

from isothermal and non–isothermal models in conversion of large plastic particles, an315

isothermal model for plastic conversion is adopted. In the isothermal model, it is assumed316

that the temperature throughout the thermoplastic particle is the same. The radiative317
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heat transfer is assumed to be absorbed at the particle surface. The energy equation for318

the isothermal particle can be written as below,319

mpCp
∂Tp
∂t

=
πd2p
φ

[
Nupκg
dp

(Tg − Tp) + εpσ(T 4
env − T 4

p )

]
− (KmmS∆hm +KdmL∆hd) (9)

with Tp being the particle temperature and εp is the particle total emissivity which can320

be obtained from the relation below [36],321

εp = 1− τ = 1− exp (2ln(1− r)− αtp) (10)

where r is reflectivity, α is the absorption coefficient with unit of [m−1], and tp is the322

particle thickness. In this equation, the thickness of the particle is considered to be equal323

to tp = 4Vp
Ap

with Vp and Ap being the particle volume and the particle external surface324

area, respectively. This indicates that as the particles become more flat, the absorption of325

radiative energy from the surroundings would decrease. Other parameters and reaction326

kinetics of the isothermal model are the same as those of the 1D model.327

3.2. Modelling details328

The thermochemical properties of the tested PE are required as input parameters329

in the mathematical model, but data reported in literature are extensively scattered.330

The scatter may stem from differences in composition and molecular weight of PE, mea-331

surements errors, range of validity, experimental conditions, etc. A short summary of332

available thermochemical data of PE is provided in the supplementary material.333

The parameters used for the 1D mathematical model are presented in Table 3. It334

should be noted that below 35◦C and above 150◦C, the specific heat capacity value of the335

material is constant with respect to the temperature and equal to the values reported in336

Table 3 for solid and liquid states, respectively. For a temperature in the range of 35–337

150◦C, the specific heat capacity of the material changes linearly with the temperature. A338
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value of 1300m−1 is chosen for the absorption coefficient which is based on the calculations339

of Tsilingiris [36] and has been used previously for HDPE decomposition calculations [17].340

For the tested HDPE material, the heat of melting is measured using differential341

scanning calorimetry and the results are summarized in the supplementary material. The342

average value of measured heat of melting is equal to 207 kJ/kg with an average peak343

temperature of 129◦C. The peak temperature is considered as the melting temperature344

of the tested material. As mentioned before, the melting process is considered as a first345

order reaction and the melting kinetics are obtained according to the enthalpy curve from346

the DSC experiments described in the supplementary material. It should be noted that347

a limiter is applied to the melting pre–exponential factor and it cannot exceed 1 s−1 [17].348

The selected heat of decomposition is based on the calculated value by Agarwal and349

Lattimer [37] for HDPE with a heating rate of 20 K/min. This value provides a bet-350

ter agreement of the detailed mathematical model with the experiments. Furthermore,351

approximately the same value is used in the study of Bluhm-Drenhaus et al. [12]. The352

decomposition kinetics of the current study are selected from the data reported by Sto-353

liarov et al. [17]; these data produced an appropriate match with the measured surface354

and center temperatures.355

The wall temperatures in Table 3 have been chosen according to the gas temperature356

measurement at the vicinity of the furnace wall as well as a try and error procedure made357

on the IR camera results for determination of the particle surface temperature at the358

beginning of the particle conversion. The initial particle center temperature is based on359

the thermocouple measurement when the particle is in the resting position before the360

experiment starts. The initial surface temperature is considered to be 30◦C higher than361

the center temperature and the internal particle temperature changes linearly from the362

surface to the center.363

Some corrections are made in order to take into account the effect of particle holder on364

the conversion of thermoplastic particles. Details about these corrections are presented365

in the supplementary material. It is assumed that the sphericity of the particle would366
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change linearly with time after the melting until it reaches to a final value of 0.9 after367

twice of the melting time. The time period that the change in the sphericity happens is368

based on the visual observations during experiments.369

4. Results and discussions370

4.1. SPC experiments371

4.1.1. Particle center temperature measurements372

In order to clarify the thermoplastic particle conversion behaviour in SPC, the par-373

ticle center temperature is depicted as a function of time for HDPE–4 particle and the374

experimental condition of EC–900C in Fig. 4. Also shown in this figure is the temporal375

gradient of the particle center temperature. Recorded pictures of important moments376

shown as symbols in Fig. 4 are presented in Fig. 5.377

The particle center temperature at the start of experiment is around 53◦C. This378

indicates that the particle is already heated up to some extent during the time that the379

particle is rested inside the cold region of the reactor, i.e., the water cooled hole. The380

experiment starts after the particle is being transported to the center of the reactor and381

the particle is gradually heated. The outer layer of the particle is melted and as the382

time passes, the interface between the solid and melted layers approaches the center. At383

6.1 s after the start of the experiment, the particle center temperature reaches 133◦C384

which lies in the melting region of HDPE material. This moment corresponds to a local385

minimum in the dT/dt curve that can be attributed to the endothermic behaviour of386

plastic melting. At this moment, it is assumed that the particle is completely melted.387

After the completion of melting, the particle center temperature increases with a388

higher dT/dt than before. At t=15.1 s, the particle starts to drop from the wire. After this389

point, the thermocouple measures the temperature at a location different from the particle390

center. The decomposition process starts after the particle touches the hot particle holder391

at t=17.3 s. This process is accompanied by the presence of bubbles. It is interesting392

to mention that after the decomposition starts, a sharp decrease in dT/dt plot can be393
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observed which can be attributed to the endothermic nature of the decomposition process.394

The dropping of the particle is completed at t=23.1 s and the particle temperature395

increases during the particle dropping. After the completion of dropping, the decompo-396

sition continues while the particle is on the holder until it is fully converted at t=28.5397

s. The final recorded temperature at which the decomposition finishes is approximately398

580◦C which is the temperature of a mixture of reactor gas species and plastic decompo-399

sition products. After the decomposition finishes, a sharp increase in the dT/dt plot can400

be seen which shows heating of the thermocouple by the reactor gasses.401

It is worthy to mention that as the tested plastic particles are partly transparent,402

the center temperature measured by the thermocouple can be slightly affected by the403

radiative flux passing through the particle and absorbed by the thermocouple. For larger404

particles, this effect is less significant though.405

4.1.2. Particle surface temperature measurements406

The temporal surface temperature of the HDPE–4 particle at the EC–900C reactor407

condition is presented in Fig. 6 and some sequences of this experiment are shown in408

Fig. 7. It should be noted that the examples of HDPE–4 conversion presented in Fig.409

4 and Fig. 6 are two different experiments but at the same experimental condition. At410

the initial stage of particle heating (Fig. 7 (a)), the particle has a relatively uniform411

surface temperature in the central regions and a slightly higher temperature at the edges.412

The starting temperature that can be sensed by the IR camera is around 130◦C which413

indicates that the particle surface is partly melted before the particle reaches to the center414

of the reactor. As the time passes, the particle surface temperature increases and more415

non–uniformity in the surface temperature can be observed. This can be seen in Fig. 7416

(b) which shows the particle at the time where it is about to drop from the wire.417

In Fig. 7 (c), the particle has already touched the hot mesh holder and the release of418

decomposition gasses has started. The presence of decomposition gasses downstream of419

the particle can be observed in this picture too. Afterwards, the particle drops completely420

from the wire (Fig. 7 (d)) and the rest of the decomposition process continues while the421
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particle is suspended by the particle holder (Fig. 7 (e)). The end of the decomposition422

process can be distinguished by the disappearance of decomposition gasses in vicinity of423

the mesh holder.424

The particle surface temperature becomes almost constant after the decomposition425

process starts (Fig. 6). This behaviour is an indication of the endothermic nature of426

the decomposition process. For the experimental condition of EC–900C, this constant427

temperature is in the range of 480–500◦C, in agreement with the values reported in [38].428

The small peak in the surface temperature profile after the decomposition starts is most429

likely due to the presence of hot decomposition gases in the averaging region. These430

hot gases are produced as the particle touches the particle holder which is at a higher431

temperature than the particle.432

4.1.3. Comparison of center and surface temperatures433

The measured center and surface temperatures are compared in Fig. 8 for HDPE–434

1 and HDPE–4 particles and two reactor conditions of EC–900C and EC–1100C. The435

temperatures are averaged based on at least three repeated experiments. Also depicted436

in Fig. 8 are the times at which the tested particles start to drop from the holding437

wire/thermocouple and the start of decomposition. The start of dropping and decom-438

position of the thermoplastic particles happens 1–3 seconds earlier for the surface tem-439

perature experiments, i.e. when the wire particle holder is used, compared to the center440

temperature experiments, i.e. when the thermocouple is used to suspend the particle.441

More explanation about this behaviour is given in the supplementary material. Never-442

theless, the total conversion times of these two experiments are in a similar range, i.e.443

different within 1 second.444

As expected, the temporal increase in the center temperature of the thermoplastic445

particles happens with a faster pace when the particle is smaller and/or the particle is446

tested at a higher reactor temperature. Generally, the temporal center temperature of447

the plastic particles can be considered as two straight lines with different slopes. The448

region where these two lines intercept is approximately in the range of 100–200◦C. The449
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increase in the temporal center temperature slope above this temperature range is an450

indication of the completion of endothermic melting process. The final center temperature451

of the particle is in the same range as the final surface temperature for each particle and452

experimental condition.453

The particle initial temperature that can be captured by the IR camera (around 1–2454

seconds after the particle insertion) is in the range of 100–200◦C for each experiment.455

The initial and final surface temperatures that are captured by the IR camera for EC–456

1100C experiments are around 20-40◦C higher than EC–900C. The higher decomposition457

temperature for EC–1100C condition can be attributed to the higher heating rate to the458

particle. For the same reason, the final surface temperature of the HDPE-1 particle is459

slightly higher than for HDPE-4 particle for both experimental conditions. The surface460

temperature of some types of polymer particles has been measured in the literature.461

Wey and Chang [39] have reported a final stable surface temperature of 485◦C during462

the combustion of PE and polypropylene particles in a reactor with fixed temperature463

and air flow. Kashiwagi and Ohlemiller [38] have carried out conversion experiments464

of PE samples exposed to two different radiant fluxes. They have reported that for a465

radiant flux of 4 W/cm2, the final surface temperature of a PE sample increases from466

approximately 400◦C to 470◦C when the environment changes from pure nitrogen to a467

mixture of nitrogen and 40% oxygen. For the case of an oxygen rich atmosphere, even468

though no flame is observed, the surface of the PE sample started to darken after the469

start of the experiments (this behaviour did not happen with the nitrogen environment).470

This in turn increases the absorption coefficient of the tested plastic and subsequently the471

radiative heat transfer to the particle is intensified. As a result, the surface temperature472

of the sample PE also increases.473

4.1.4. The conversion times of polyethylene particles474

The total conversion times of HDPE–1, 4, and 5 particles at reactor conditions of475

EC–900C and EC–1100C are shown in Fig. 9 (left). The error bars in this figure show476

the maximum and minimum values of repeated experiments. As expected, the total477
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conversion time increases as the particle mass increases or the gas temperature decreases.478

The effect of particle shape on the conversion of thermoplastic particles is studied by479

testing HDPE–1, 2, and 3 particles at reactor conditions of EC–900C and EC–1100C.480

For the mentioned cases, the total conversion times as well as the times at which the481

decomposition starts (the particle touches the mesh holder) are reported in Fig. 9 (right).482

From the figure, it can be observed that the differences in the total conversion times are483

mainly originated from the time that the particles were still suspended on the wire. After484

the particles drop from the holding wire, they would nearly behave the same as they take485

the shape of the particle holder.486

One of the parameters that directly affects the heat transfer rate to the particle before487

the shape is changed is the external surface area. The higher the external surface area488

of the particle, the sooner the conversion happens. The inverse of particle sphericity489

is a measure external surface area of the particle in relation to the external surface490

area of a sphere having the same volume. According to Fig. 9 (right), the start of491

decomposition time has approximately a linear relationship with the inverse of particles492

sphericity. In conclusion, it can be claimed that before the particle changes shape, the493

inverse of sphericity can be used to account for the effect of shape on the convective and494

radiative heat transfer rate to the particle.495

In total, for the tested reactor temperatures and particle types, it can be stated496

that the reactor temperature and the particle mass are the important parameters that497

determine the conversion time of PE particles. The shape of particles has a minor effect498

only.499

4.2. Mathematical 1D model results500

The accuracy of the 1D mathematical model is tested against the measurements that501

have been carried out in SPC as well as available literature data.502
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4.2.1. SPC experiments of HDPE particles503

Based on the model parameters listed in Table 3, 1D mathematical model results are504

obtained for particles using 100 numerical cells (grid independent results). Presented in505

Fig. 10 is a comparison of the measured and predicted HDPE–4 particles temperature.506

The surface temperatures from the mathematical model are predicted with a proper507

agreement for both reactor conditions. The center temperatures from the mathematical508

model are slightly lower than the measured values at the beginning of the conversion509

process. This may be attributed to the uncertainty of the thermocouple sensor. As510

explained before, because the particle is partly transparent, the thermocouple might be511

heated to some extent by the radiative heat transfer from the reactor walls and records512

a temperature higher than the actual center temperature of the particle. Also, after513

the particle melts, the particle starts to drop from the thermocouple. Consequently, the514

location of measured temperature will become different from the particle center.515

In Fig. 11, the overall conversion times of HDPE particles predicted from the mathe-516

matical model are compared with the ones from the measurements for two experimental517

conditions of EC–900C and EC–1100C. Again, the error bars of the measured conversion518

times are the maximum and minimum times from repeated set of experiments. The error519

bars of the predicted values are cases with and without considering the thermal effect of520

the particle holder. Overall, the agreement between the measurements and the predicted521

values is of acceptable level.522

4.2.2. SPC experiments of Bluhm-Drenhaus et al. [12]523

The results from the current 1D mathematical model are compared with the reported524

experimental results of Bluhm-Drenhaus et al. [12]. These experiments have been con-525

ducted in a horizontal channel single particle combustor at inert conditions (Argon gas).526

The particles were of different cuboid shapes and the same volume. The particles were527

referred as cube, brick, and slab with dimensions of 8×8×8, 4×8×16, and 2×16×16528

mm3, corresponding to sphericity values of 0.806, 0.691, and 0.484, respectively. The PE529
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particle masses were the same and equal to 466 mg with an uncertainty of 25 mg. For530

the experiments, the furnace gas temperature is in the range of 900–1100◦C and the wall531

temperature is considered to be 50◦C less than that of the furnace gas. At the beginning532

of the experiments, the Reynolds number of volume–equivalent particle is in the range533

of 17.1–18.8. It should be noted that during the experiments, the particles were initially534

held by a thin vertical rod. After melting, they dropped on a cold furnace wall. In order535

to consider the effect of the cold wall, the surface of the particle in contact with the cold536

wall after the particle droppage is reduced from the total external surface area of the537

particle. In this way, the total external surface area of the particles is reduced resulting538

in the initial sphericities of 0.967, 0.967, and 0.806, respectively. It is assumed that the539

sphericity of the particles during conversion does not change. Two extreme cases are540

considered; one with the nominal initial sphericity of the particles and the other one with541

the modified sphericity values. These two cases are shown as error bars in Fig. 12 while542

the arithmetic average value between these two cases is considered as the mean value543

predicted by the current 1D mathematical model. The particle density is considered to544

be equal to 910 kg/m3 as mentioned by the authors. All other particle parameters are545

considered to be the same as the ones mentioned in Table 3.546

Presented in Fig. 12 are the comparison of the predicted values from the current 1D547

mathematical model and the experimental data reported by Bluhm-Drenhaus et al. [12].548

The predicted values are in acceptable agreement with the reported experimental values549

except for the slab particles at 900 and 1000◦C and cube particle at 900◦C. The model550

proposed in [12] also over–predicts the total conversion times for the mentioned particles.551

This can be attributed to the validity range of assumptions made for calculation of the PE552

conversion, e.g., the removal of a face of the particle to participate in the heat transfer.553

4.3. Non–isothermal and isothermal models results554

In this section, the results of plastic particle conversion predicted from 1D and isother-555

mal models are compared under conditions similar to a typical in–line calciner in cement556

production. It is assumed that the carrier gas is composed of 10 vol.% oxygen, 5 vol.%557
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water vapor, and 25 vol.% carbon dioxide and the rest is nitrogen. Also the gas and the558

environment temperatures are assumed to be constant and equal to 950◦C and 800◦C,559

respectively. The environment can be either the walls of the calciner or the nearby raw560

meal particles which are typically at a lower temperature than the carrier gas.561

In order to have an overall comparison between the results from the 1D and isother-562

mal models, the total conversion times predicted from the two models are compared for563

different particle sizes, shapes, and slip velocities. Presented in Fig. 13 are the total564

conversion times predicted by the 1D model (left) and the comparison of the isothermal565

model with the 1D model results (right). The relative velocity of 30 m/s is chosen based566

on the terminal velocity of the largest particle, i.e. 1000 mg spherical particle, which can567

be expected as a limit for the highest possible terminal velocity for the particles lighter568

than 1000 mg.569

For the conversion times predicted using the detailed 1D model, as expected, the570

particle conversion time increases for heavier particles. The relative velocity between the571

gas and the particle also speeds up the plastic conversion. For a relative velocity of 30572

m/s and compared to a zero relative velocity, the conversion time may reduce up to 61%.573

Also the initial sphericity of the particle has an effect on the total conversion time.574

As the sphericity decreases and the particles become more flat, the total conversion time575

decreases as well. This reduction can be attributed to the higher heat transfer rate to the576

particle due to larger external surface area for particles with a low sphericity. However,577

for some of the cases, this is not true. For example, for a zero relative velocity, the578

conversion of plastic particles with initial sphericity of 0.5 happens faster than the ones579

with initial sphericity of 0.1. This is due to the initial total emissivity which changes580

from 0.71 to 0.99 for particles with the mass of 1000 mg and initial sphericities of 0.1581

and 0.5, respectively. As a result, the absorption of radiative heat is decreased for the582

particles with initial sphericity of 0.1. On the other hand, when the convective heat583

transfer becomes important, i.e. for the relative velocity of 30 m/s, this behaviour does584

not happen.585
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Comparing the conversion time predicted from the isothermal model to the one from586

the non–isothermal model, for particles with low sphericity, i.e. φ = 0.1 and 0.5, the587

conversion happens faster for the lighter plastic particles. This is because for heavier588

particles, e.g. 500–1000 mg, the melting process finishes sooner in the isothermal model589

compared to the 1D model; accordingly, the sphericity reaches its maximum value at an590

earlier stage. This limits the convective and radiative heat transfer to the particle in the591

isothermal model.592

On the other hand, as the sphericity is constant during the conversion, i.e. the593

initial sphericity of φ = 0.9, the conversion time is under–predicted by the isothermal594

model. This under–prediction is mainly due to the higher convective heat transfer to595

the particle as the particle temperature in the isothermal model is mainly lower than596

the particle surface temperature in the 1D model. Overall, according to the presented597

results, for plastic particles lighter than 1000 mg, the total conversion times predicted by598

the isothermal model are within ±30% of the amount predicted by the non–isothermal599

1D model.600

5. Practical implications601

The 1D non–isothermal mathematical model can be used for detailed and preliminary602

conversion prediction of non–spherical thermoplastic particles in suspension especially in603

cement calciner conditions. However, in CFD applications of industrial systems, the use of604

1D non–isothermal model for prediction of particles conversion becomes computationally605

expensive; and instead, it is common to utilize a simplified iso–thermal model. As shown606

in this study, for particles lighter than 1000 mg, and in cement calciner conditions, the607

simplified iso–thermal model predicts the total conversion time within ±30 % of the value608

predicted by the detailed 1D model. The isothermal model is useful for CFD simulations609

of RDF–fired calciners.610
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6. Conclusions611

Conversion of high density polyethylene particles in suspension is studied by conduct-612

ing experiments in a single particle combustor as well as mathematical modelling. Five613

types of particles with different mass and shape are tested. For selected experiments, the614

center/surface temperature of particles are measured by means of a/an thermocouple/IR615

camera. During the experiments, the plastic particles go through melting, dropping, and616

decomposition processes. The dropping starts at some point after the melting is com-617

pleted in the center and the decomposition usually starts when the particle touches the618

hot particle holder. Apart from the experiments, a non–isothermal 1D mathematical619

model is developed and validated with the measurements as well as literature data. Also,620

a simple isothermal model that is practical for CFD applications is adopted. The major621

new findings of the present study are summarized as below,622

• IR camera measurements show that when decomposition starts, the surface temper-623

ature of a high density polyethylene particle becomes almost constant in the range624

of 480–550◦C. This constant temperature depends on the rate of heat transfer to625

the particle, i.e. reactor temperature and the particle size.626

• The important parameters affecting the thermoplastic particle conversion time in627

suspension are the reactor temperature and particle mass. The effect of particle628

shape is less important; it affects the conversion only before the particle is com-629

pletely melted.630

• A 1D non-isothermal model, and an isothermal model, have been developed for pre-631

dicting the conversion of suspended thermoplastic particles in calciner conditions.632

The 1D non–isothermal model is validated against the experiments. It has been633

shown that the isothermal model compared to the 1D model, can capture the total634

conversion time within an accuracy of ±30%. The isothermal model is applicable as635

a conversion prediction tool for non–spherical plastic particles in CFD simulations636

of RDF–fired calciner systems.637
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Tables755

Table 1: The experimental conditions for combustion of thermoplastic particles in SPC.

Gas temperature (◦C) Oxygen concentration (% vol. dry) Expected gas

Experimental

condition

Target
Measured

ave./std.
Target

Measured

ave./std.

velocity at the center

of the reactor (m/s)

EC–900C 900 898/4 0 0.16/0.10 1.14

EC–1100C 1100 1099/5 0 0.04/0.01 1.89

Table 2: The physical properties of the thermoplastic particles that are molded using the hot press. The
nominal values are according to the designed mold dimensions and also the particle density at the room
temperature. The measured mass is the averaged mass of tested particles.

Particle

name

Particle

material

Nominal

diameter,

D (mm)

Nominal

length, L

(mm)

Measured mass

(mg) ave./std.
Sphericity

HDPE–1 HDPE 4.0 3.0 28.7/0.6 0.87

HDPE–2 HDPE 6.9 1.0 30.2/0.4 0.56

HDPE–3 HDPE 4.9 2.0 29.9/0.2 0.79

HDPE–4 HDPE 5.3 4.0 70.1/0.8 0.87

HDPE–5 HDPE 2.7 2.0 9.5/0.4 0.87
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Table 3: The input parameters for the mathematical 1D model for plastic conversion.

Particle properties

Parameters Value Comment

Thermal conductivity (W.m−1.K−1) 0.34/0.28 (solid/liquid) [40]

Specific heat capacity (J.kg−1.K−1) 1900/2200 (solid/liquid) DSC measurements

Density (kg.m−1) 950/950 (solid/liquid) material data sheet

Absorption coefficient (m−1) 1300 [36]

Heat of melting (kJ/kg) 207 DSC measurements

Heat of decomposition (kJ/kg) 365 [37]

melting pre–exponential factor (s−1) 2.17e44 DSC measurements

melting activation energy (J/mol) 3.53e5 DSC measurements

melting reaction order 1

Decomposition pre–exponential factor

(s−1)

4.8e22 [17]

Decomposition activation energy

(J/mol)

3.49e5 [17]

Decomposition reaction order 1 [17]

Experiments conditions

Parameters Value Comment

Initial particle temperature (◦C) 47/59 (EC–900C/EC–1100C) from tempera-

ture measurements

Gas temperature (◦C) 900/1100 (EC–900C/EC–1100C) from tempera-

ture measurements

Wall temperature (◦C) 650/800 (EC–900C/EC–1100C) from tempera-

ture measurements and calculations
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Figure Captions756

Figure 1. A schematic configuration [41] (right) as well as a picture (left) of the SPC757

setup.758

Figure 2. The pure man–made HDPE–1, –2, –3, –4, and –5 particles, respectively from759

left to right. The ruler unit is in cm.760

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the processes considered for mathematical mod-761

elling of spherical thermoplastic particles.762

Figure 4. The recorded center temperature (solid line) of HDPE–4 particle at the experi-763

mental condition of EC–900C measured using the s–type thermocouple and the temporal764

gradient of the temperature (dashed line). After start of the experiment, the melting is765

completed at around 6.1 s and the decomposition starts at around 17.3 s.766

Figure 5. Different moments in conversion behaviour of thermoplastic particle, HDPE–4,767

at reactor conditions of EC–900C shown in Fig. 4. Initially, the particle receives thermal768

energy by convection and radiation while melting happens at the outer surface (t=0.92769

s). The melting process is finished at the center at t=6.13 s. The particle starts to770

drop from the thermocouple at t=15.05 s. The particle is completely dropped from the771

thermocouple at t=23.10 s. The particle is completely decomposed at t=28.47 s.772

Figure 6. The area–averaged surface temperature of HDPE–4 thermoplastic particle at773

furnace condition of EC–900C over a small area below the holding wire. The decompo-774

sition starts around 12.2 s after the starts of the experiment. Afterwards, the particle775

surface temperature remains almost constant until the experiment finishes at around 19.8776

s.777

Figure 7. The temporal conversion behaviour of HDPE–4 thermoplastic particle at the778

reactor condition of EC–900C recorded by the IR camera. The grey–style contour shows779

the particle surface temperature (or the presence of released volatiles) at the time which780

(a) the particle is in the heating up stage; (b) the particle is about to drop from the wire;781

(c) the particle has touched the hot wire and some of the volatiles are released; (d) the782

particle is completely dropped from the wire; and (e) the particle is being decomposed783

on the particle holder (mesh).784

Figure 8. The averaged center (solid line) and surface (dashed line) temperatures of785

thermoplastic HDPE–1 and HDPE–4 particles at two reactor conditions of EC–900C and786

EC–1100C. The symbols on the curves show the times at which the tested particle starts787

to drop from the wire holder/thermocouple and the start of decomposition. The particle788
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center temperature is plotted until the point at which the particle is completely dropped789

from the thermocouple. The particle surface temperature is shown until the measurement790

area is not completely filled with the molten particle.791

Figure 9. The total conversion times of HDPE–1, –4, –5 particles (left figure) and HDPE–792

1, –2, –3 particles (right figure) at reactor conditions of EC–900C and EC–1100C and793

using the mesh particle holder. The hollow symbols in the left plot are the times for start794

of devolatilization. The experiments for each point are repeated for at least 5 times and795

the error bars show the maximum and minimum obtained values.796

Figure 10. Comparison of the measured surface and center temperatures of HDPE–4797

particles with the ones obtained from the 1D mathematical model at two experimental798

conditions of EC–900C and EC–1100C. The solid and dashed lines are the cases without799

and with considering the thermal effect of the particle holder, respectively. The mea-800

sured temperatures error bars correspond to maximum and minimum values of repeated801

measurements.802

Figure 11. Comparison of the measured and predicted total conversion times of HDPE803

particles at reactor conditions of EC–900C and EC–1100C.804

Figure 12. Comparison of total conversion times of PE particles predicted using the805

current 1D model with the experimental values reported by Bluhm-Drenhaus et al. [12]806

for a horizontal single particle combustor.807

Figure 13. The total conversion times predicted by the 1D model (left plots) for plastic808

particles with initial sphericity values of 0.1 (top), 0.5 (middle), and 0.9 (bottom) as well809

as the comparison of the results with the ones predicted from the isothermal model (right810

plots). The conversion times are obtained for the gas–solid relative velocity values of 0,811

10, and 30 m/s.812
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Figures813

Figure 1: A schematic configuration [41] (right) as well as a picture (left) of the SPC setup.

Figure 2: The pure man–made HDPE–1, –2, –3, –4, and –5 particles, respectively from left to right. The
ruler unit is in cm.
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the processes considered for mathematical modelling of spherical
thermoplastic particles.
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Figure 4: The recorded center temperature (solid line) of HDPE–4 particle at the experimental condi-
tion of EC–900C measured using the s–type thermocouple and the temporal gradient of the temperature
(dashed line). After start of the experiment, the melting is completed at around 6.1 s and the decompo-
sition starts at around 17.3 s.
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Figure 5: Different moments in conversion behaviour of thermoplastic particle, HDPE–4, at reactor
conditions of EC–900C shown in Fig. 4. Initially, the particle receives thermal energy by convection
and radiation while melting happens at the outer surface (t=0.92 s). The melting process is finished at
the center at t=6.13 s. The particle starts to drop from the thermocouple at t=15.05 s. The particle
is completely dropped from the thermocouple at t=23.10 s. The particle is completely decomposed at
t=28.47 s.
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Figure 6: The area–averaged surface temperature of HDPE–4 thermoplastic particle at furnace condition
of EC–900C over a small area below the holding wire. The decomposition starts around 12.2 s after the
starts of the experiment. Afterwards, the particle surface temperature remains almost constant until the
experiment finishes at around 19.8 s.
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Figure 7: The temporal conversion behaviour of HDPE–4 thermoplastic particle at the reactor condition
of EC–900C recorded by the IR camera. The grey–style contour shows the particle surface temperature
(or the presence of released volatiles) at the time which (a) the particle is in the heating up stage; (b)
the particle is about to drop from the wire; (c) the particle has touched the hot wire and some of the
volatiles are released; (d) the particle is completely dropped from the wire; and (e) the particle is being
decomposed on the particle holder (mesh).
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Figure 8: The averaged center (solid line) and surface (dashed line) temperatures of thermoplastic
HDPE–1 and HDPE–4 particles at two reactor conditions of EC–900C and EC–1100C. The symbols on
the curves show the times at which the tested particle starts to drop from the wire holder/thermocouple
and the start of decomposition. The particle center temperature is plotted until the point at which the
particle is completely dropped from the thermocouple. The particle surface temperature is shown until
the measurement area is not completely filled with the molten particle.
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Figure 9: The total conversion times of HDPE–1, –4, –5 particles (left figure) and HDPE–1, –2, –3
particles (right figure) at reactor conditions of EC–900C and EC–1100C and using the mesh particle
holder. The hollow symbols in the left plot are the times for start of devolatilization. The experiments
for each point are repeated for at least 5 times and the error bars show the maximum and minimum
obtained values.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the measured surface and center temperatures of HDPE–4 particles with
the ones obtained from the 1D mathematical model at two experimental conditions of EC–900C and
EC–1100C. The solid and dashed lines are the cases without and with considering the thermal effect of
the particle holder, respectively. The measured temperatures error bars correspond to maximum and
minimum values of repeated measurements.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the measured and predicted total conversion times of HDPE particles at
reactor conditions of EC–900C and EC–1100C.
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Figure 12: Comparison of total conversion times of PE particles predicted using the current 1D model
with the experimental values reported by Bluhm-Drenhaus et al. [12] for a horizontal single particle
combustor.
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Figure 13: The total conversion times predicted by the 1D model (left plots) for plastic particles with
initial sphericity values of 0.1 (top), 0.5 (middle), and 0.9 (bottom) as well as the comparison of the results
with the ones predicted from the isothermal model (right plots). The conversion times are obtained for
the gas–solid relative velocity values of 0, 10, and 30 m/s.
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